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Fuzz testing is a simple automated software testing approach that discovers software vulnerabilities at a high level of

performance by using randomly generated seeds. However, it is restrained by coverage and thus, there are chances of

finding bugs entrenched in the deep execution paths of the program. To eliminate these limitations in mutational fuzzers,

patching-based fuzzers and hybrid fuzzers have been proposed as groundbreaking advancements which combine two

software testing approaches. Despite those methods having demonstrated high performance across different benchmarks

such as DARPA CGC programs, they still present deficiencies in their ability to analyze deeper code branches and in

bypassing the roadblocks checks (magic bytes, checksums) in real-world programs. In this research, we design

DeepDiver, a novel transformational hybrid fuzzing tool that explores deeply hidden software vulnerabilities. Our approach

tackles limitations exhibited by existing hybrid fuzzing frameworks, by negating roadblock checks (RC) in the program. By

negating the RCs, the hybrid fuzzer can explore new execution paths to trigger bugs that are hidden in the abysmal

depths of the binary. We combine AFL++ and concolic execution engine and leveraged the trace analyzer approach to

construct the tree for each input to detect RCs. To demonstrate the efficiency of DeepDiver, we tested it with the LAVA-M

dataset and eight large real-world programs. Overall, DeepDiver outperformed existing software testing tools, including

the patching-based fuzzer and state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzing techniques. On average, DeepDiver discovered

vulnerabilities 32.2% and 41.6% faster than QSYM and AFLFast respectively, and it accomplished in-depth code

coverage.
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1. Software Vulnerability 

Software vulnerability is considered one of the foremost critical threats to any computer network and programs will

inevitably have defects . Many of these susceptibilities have the potential to exploit programs, often with malicious

intent. Such imperfect codes pose critical threats to information security . Therefore, it is essential to detect

vulnerabilities that exist within components of a computer program.

Generally, it is accepted in the cybersecurity sphere that automated software analyzing approaches have achieved

magnificent progress in discovering software vulnerabilities. In particular, fuzzing techniques have been applied  to

discover popular program vulnerabilities , for instance, “Month of Kernel Bugs” , “Month of Browser
Bugs”  and “Heartbleed”  bugs.

2. Fuzzing

Fuzzing is the most powerful automated testing technique that discovers security-critical vulnerabilities and security

loopholes in any program cost-effectively and rapidly by providing invalid or random data that is generated and feeding

them to the program . It has advanced into a straightforward and efficient tool for the verification of code security

and improvement of reliability. Moreover, fuzzing tools are widely used for various purposes. For instance, it is applied

in Quality Assurance (QA) to analyze and secure internally developed programs, in Vulnerability Assessment (VA) to test

and attempt to crack software package or system, and in System Administration (SA) to examine and secure a program in

its usage environment.

Despite the abovementioned competencies of fuzzing, it still presents several weaknesses. The technique alone cannot

deal with all security threats. To perform much more effectively in discovering serious security threats, it will require a

significant amount of time . It also has small-scale capabilities in achieving high code coverage.

To overcome the critical limitations of fuzzing, a hybrid approach called hybrid fuzzing  has been proposed recently,

and after showing high-quality performance across various synthetic benchmarks, it has become increasingly popular in

bug detection . Research has shown that fuzzing and concolic execution  are powerful approaches in software
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vulnerability discovery; combining them can possibly leverage their remarkable strengths and possibly mitigate

weaknesses in the program.

The cardinal idea behind hybrid fuzzing is to apply the fuzzing technique in exploring paths and taking strategic advantage

of concolic execution for the purpose of providing an excellent solution to path conditions. More specifically, fuzz testing is

efficient in exploring paths that involve general branches, not to mention its ability to test programs quickly. However, it is

not effective in exploring paths containing specific branches that include magic bytes, nested checksums. In comparison,

concolic execution  extensively applied in detecting a significant number of bugs, can easily generate concrete

test cases, but still has a path explosion problem. For example, Driller  provides a state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzing

approach. It demonstrated how efficient the hybrid testing system was in DARPA’s Cyber Grand Challenge binary tests,

discovering six new vulnerabilities that could not be detected using either the fuzzing technique or concolic execution.

In addition, as generally understood, the hybrid fuzzing approach is limited due to its slow concolic testing procedure.

Hence, QSYM  is tailored for hybrid testing that implements a fast concolic execution to be able to detect vulnerabilities

from real-world programs.

Patching-based fuzzers can address the issue of fuzzing approaches from a different angle. Although this method was

introduced to science a decade ago, it has not only shown remarkable results but has also been commonly applied in

software vulnerability detection. To give an example, T-Fuzz  has recently been proposed and has shown efficiency in

achieving of results. In short, it detects non-critical checks (NCC) in the target program and removes them to explore new

paths and analyze hard-to-reach vulnerabilities.

Unfortunately, these hybrid testing and patching-based fuzzing approaches still suffer from scaling to detect vulnerabilities

that are hidden in deep execution paths of real-world applications. To be more specific, studies have shown that ,

the coverage of functions located within the abysmal program depths are quite hard to reach. Consequently, the hybrid

testing approaches discussed here fail to detect a significant number of bugs entrenched within the software’s depths,

and patching-based fuzzers such as the T-Fuzz  will have a transformational explosion problem when the true bug is

hidden deeply in the binary. To tackle these issues, we design and implement DeepDiver, a novel transformational hybrid

fuzzing method. We expect to increase the code coverage as well as bug detection capabilities of the hybrid fuzzer by

negating roadblock checks in target programs.

Without a doubt, disabling certain roadblock checks may break the original software logic, and vulnerabilities detected in

the negated RC program might include false positives . To filter out false positives, we implement a bug validator based

on the post-processing symbolic execution that enables us replicate true bugs contained in the original software.

To demonstrate how efficiently the new transformational hybrid testing approach performs in comparison to the most

modern methods, we evaluated DeepDiver on LAVA-M  dataset programs that displayed vulnerability, as well as on

eight real-world software applications. DeepDiver discovered vulnerabilities in LAVA-M dataset in three hours whereas

QSYM detected threats in five hours. Moreover, our tool outperformed all existing fuzzers like T-Fuzz  and

AFLFast  in the presence of hard input checks and achieved significantly better code coverage.

The essential contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

We propose a set of novel approaches to aimed at improving the performance of our hybrid testing system. These

approaches detect the fuzzing roadblock check and transform the target binary, including (a) analyzing checks of the

target program in order to find a roadblock check that causes stoppage of fuzzing techniques, and (b) negating

detected roadblock checks.

To enhance hybrid fuzzing, we design DeepDiver with a bug validator. Bug validator determines whether a detected

code weakness is a true bug or not and certifies the security strength by filtering false positives.

We propose splitting floating-point comparisons into a series of the sign, exponent and mantissa comparisons for

improving hybrid fuzzer capability if floating-point instructions are in the target program.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of DeepDiver by testing LAVA-M dataset and eight real-world software applications.

Comprehensive evaluation results show that our implementation can scale to various sets of real-world programs.
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